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Certes & You. 
 
Thank you for registering with Certes, you have registered with a recruitment specialist with 
over 25 years experience and access to a range of public and private sector roles. 
 
Certes strive to provide a professional, knowledgeable service to every candidate and I trust 
your experience will be a positive one. The attached pages provide an insight into who we 
are, together with some guidance on the market and an introduction to the Employment 
Agencies Act. 
 
We look forward to working with you. 
 
Kind Regards, 

 
 
Simon Churan 
Managing Director 
 
 
You can find more information about Certes at; www.certes.co.uk including; CV writing, 
guidance on finding a new role, interview advice and our beware of counter offers document.

http://www.certes.co.uk/
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Certes 
 
Certes celebrated 25 years as recruitment specialists on 7

th
 March, 2008 and the business 

continues to go from strength-to-strength, we have developed a strong reputation for 
delivering highly responsive and effective recruitment services. 
 
Certes are one of the largest independent staffing companies in the UK, operating as a 
leading supplier to companies such as EDS, Schroders, Hewlett Packard and Accenture. We 
are also one of the only companies to supply through major government frameworks such as 
Buying Solutions, Non Medical Non Clinical Resources, Procurement Scotland‟s National 
Framework for Temporary and Interim Staff as well as the Crescent Purchasing Consortium, 
and the MOD. 
 
Certes offer specialist IT & Finance recruitment through Certes Computing and Certes 
Finance respectively. Our shareholder Account Managers have a vested interest in ensuring 
the highest levels of service and we are confident that we can deliver continuity and 
consistency because the people who own the business – run the business. 
 
Our core IT business continues to develop excellent relationships in the public and private 
sector, particularly in local and central government, health, computer services, finance, retail 
and media.  
 
Certes Finance is growing well and has recently expanded beyond Audit & Insurance to 
include IFA‟s. 
 
Certes are signatories of the Recruitment and Employment Confederation Diversity Pledge 
and have recently been REC Diversity Audited. This ensures that our internal and external 
processes provide our candidates and customers with the broadest range of potential 
candidates, through an inclusive, transparent recruitment process.  
 
As a candidate you will be fully briefed on the client, location and salary / rate being paid and 
we will ensure we get your written confirmation that we can submit you before approaching 
any customers. 
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Promoting Yourself. 
 
A CV or curriculum vitae is a marketing tool. With your CV you will be able to promote 
yourself. Imagine the CV as being a brochure that will list the benefits of a particular service.  
 
The service being your time and skills! When writing a CV look at it from your prospective 
employers point of view. Would you stand out against the competition (the other candidates) 
and would the manager want to talk you for a possible job? You have to ask yourself these 
questions when writing your CV.  
 
Networking and interviewing are essential for your job hunt and your CV is just the first step in 
the job search. However a CV will be your first contact with potential employers and will open 
the door. If you are invited for an interview you would then be in a position to explain and 
expand on what is in your CV. 
 
A CV is an essential tool in your job search. When applying for a vacancy you generally first 
have to send your CV to present yourself to the prospective employer. 
 
 

 
Introduction 
 

In an increasingly competitive job market  will make you stand out from the crowd! 
 
With the ability to view the interview answers and re-record where necessary, you can make 

sure that your  portrays your skills and attributes to their maximum potential. 
 
 
Candidate Benefits 
 

- Demonstrate your personality, experience and communication skills far better than 
you can do on paper.  

- Get in front of more employers – anywhere in the world.  
- Give yourself a competitive edge over rival candidates. 
- Avoid expense and time associated with travelling to first stage interviews.  
- TalkingCV saves employers time and they will appreciate it! 

 
 
The Process 

When creating your own  you will have the chance to firstly record a practice answer 
before undertaking the final interview questions.  
 
Any recording you make can be re-recorded before completing the interview.  

You will be taken through a tutorial showing you how to record your own .  
 
The questions asked can be selected at the beginning and have been designed so they have 
relevance to different positions / industrial areas. 
 
You will be asked to upload your traditional text based CV which will appear on the right hand 
side of the final publication.  
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Resigning and Counter Offers 
 
Resignation “Do‟s”: 
 
In some companies, once the job resignation letter is handed you may be required to leave 
almost immediately. On the other hand, your resignation letter may invoke working through 
your notice period. In either case, once your job resignation letter is accepted you may be 
closely monitored. Last impressions are more powerful than first impressions, so once you 
write a resignation letter be professional, maintain dignity and keep your references intact. 
Reference and background checks go back 10 years, avoid “burning bridges” before and after 
you tender your letter of resignation. 
 

- Prepare for the resignation and remove personal property to your home and remove 
personal files from your computer before you write your letter of resignation.  

- Give proper notice, as per your contract of employment.  
- Once you write a letter of resignation offer to help in finding and training a 

replacement.  
- Once you write a letter of resignation, ask your employer for a reference letter for 

future use while your strong points are remembered.  
- Once your job resignation letter has been accepted, say “good bye” and  follow up 

with a letter of thanks.  
- When your resignation is complete, write a letter to your former manager and co-

workers giving them new contact information.  
 
Resignation “Don‟ts”: 
 

- Once you write a letter of resignation, don‟t display a short-timer‟s attitude. Before 
handing in your job resignation letter complete all projects and unfinished business. 
Leave things as you would have them if you were starting the position before you 
write your letter of resignation.  

- Once you write a letter of resignation don‟t criticise the company or co-workers.  
- Once your resignation letter is accepted don‟t offer “constructive criticism” during an 

exit interview. Your background and reference checks may suffer in the future.  
- Head off a counter offer once you write a resignation letter.  

 
Certes advise to candidates in managing counter offers from current employers: -  
 
You‟ve been approached by another company and offered a position with growth potential 
and a moderate increase in compensation.  You‟ve analysed and agonised over the decision 
to leave a good (or bad) job for what could be a better one, and have accepted (or decided to 
accept) the offer.  However, upon resigning, your current manager may ask you to stay.  This 
appeal is know as a counteroffer or buyback. 
 
In recent years, counteroffers have practically become the norm and it sometimes has to take 
its course. But while buyback offers can be tempting, take care not to fall into the trap or be 
blindsided to your own detriment.  Career changes are tough enough as it is, and anxieties 
about leaving a comfortable job, friend and location and having to reprove yourself again in an 
unknown opportunity can cloud the best of logic.  But just because the new position is a little 
scary doesn‟t mean it‟s not a positive move. 
 
Since buy back gestures can create confusion and buyer‟s remorse, you should understand 
what‟s being cast upon you.  Counteroffers are typically made in conjunction  with some form 
of flattery.  For example: 
 

- You‟re too valuable, we need you. 
- You can‟t desert the team/your friends and leave them hanging. 
- We were just about to give you a promotion/raise, and it was confidential until now. 
- What did they offer, why are you leaving and what do you need to stay? 
- Why would you work for that company? 
- The President/CEO wants to meet with you before you make your final decision. 
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Counters usually take the form of: 
 

- More money 
- A promotion/more responsibility 
- A modified reporting structure 
- Promises or future considerations 
- Disparaging remarks about the new company or job, and/or 
- Guilt trips 

 
Accepting a counteroffer can be the wrong choice to make.  Think about it:  If you were worth 
“X” yesterday, why are they suddenly willing to pay you “X + Y” today, when you weren‟t 
expecting a raise for some time? 
 
Also consider how you‟ve felt when someone resigned from your staff. It‟s never a good time 
for someone to quit, and it may prove time-consuming and costly to replace you, especially 
considering recruitment and relocation expenses.   
 
Finally, when making your decision, look at your current job and the new position as if you 
were unemployed.  Which opportunity holds the most real potential?    
 

SPECIMEN RESIGNATION LETTER - MOVING TO ANOTHER COMPANY 
 
Dear (the recipient's name is entered here) 
 
As required by my contract of employment, I hereby give you (your notice period entered 
here) weeks' notice of my intention to leave my position as (your job title entered here). 
 
I have decided that it is time to move on and I have accepted a position elsewhere. This was 
not an easy decision and took a lot of consideration. However, I am confident that my new 
role will help me move towards some of the goals I have for my career. 
 
Please be assured that I will do all I can to assist in the smooth transfer of my responsibilities 
before leaving. 
 
I wish you and (the name of your current employer entered here) every good fortune and I 
would like to thank you for having me as part of your team. 
 
Yours sincerely 
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Employment Agencies Act 
 
April 2004 saw the introduction of new regulations, providing tighter rules on how the 
recruitment industry is governed. The Conduct of Employment Agencies and Employment 
Businesses Regulations 2003 bring in a number of changes aimed at giving added protection 
to temporary workers and, where the work involves children and vulnerable people, protection 
to the clients. 
 
These changes affect your individual rights when using a recruiter to find you permanent or 
temporary work, and therefore it is important that you understand them.  
 
The Main Changes 
 

- It is unlawful for any agency or employment business to charge you a fee for 
providing work finding services. There are some limited exceptions to this rule, for 
example, within the entertainment and modelling sectors. In addition, it is possible for 
a recruiter to charge a fee if you are a self-employed work-seeker providing your 
services through a limited company. 

- If a recruiter offers you an incentive or gift to use their services, you should be given 
information as to the terms of such an offer. 

- You should be informed of any charges the recruiter may make for any additional 
services or goods they provide. 

- A recruiter cannot offer work-finding services on the condition you use a chargeable 
service such as a CV writing service. 

- A recruiter must confirm on what basis they are to offer work finding services, the 
type of work they are seeking for you and the terms, which apply between you. For 
example, if you are to be supplied to a hirer as a temporary worker you should be 
given a contract setting out the terms of your engagement by an employment 
business. 

- If you carry out work on an assignment as a temporary worker but are unable to 
obtain a signed timesheet, you are entitled to be paid for the hours you worked by an 
employment business. 

- The employment business is however permitted to delay payment for a reasonable 
period to check whether you have worked the hours claimed. 

- Before you commence an assignment or a position by the recruiter you must be given 
information about the proposed position including the type of work you would be 
required to do, the location of the assignment and the hours you would be required to 
work, any risks to health and safety known to the hirer, and the steps that have been 
taken by the hirer to prevent or control such risks. 

- In the case of permanent recruitment, the minimum rate of remuneration and length 
of notice should be confirmed to you. Such information should be confirmed verbally 
and in writing. 

- As a temporary worker on a contract for services you may not be subjected to a 
detriment or penalty as a result of you or the employment business terminating an 
assignment. 

- Recruiters owe you a duty of confidentiality and may not disclose information about 
you without your consent, except for particular circumstances. For example, 
information may be disclosed for the purposes of providing work finding services and 
for the purposes of complying with obligations towards the hirer regarding your 
suitability. 

 
Limited Company Contractors  
 
These Conduct Regulations apply to all workers who provide services via their own personal 
service companies ("limited company contractors"). 
 
However, as contractors working through their own company are quite different from the 
typical temporary worker and do not need the same level of protection as more vulnerable 
groups, the DTI has agreed that the limited company (and the individual supplied by the 
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company to deliver the services), may decide that they do not want the new regulations to 
apply to them, and may therefore „opt-out‟ of the regulations. 
 
This allows limited company contractors, often highly paid and highly skilled, to opt out of 
being covered by the regulations whilst protecting vulnerable, less skilled workers by 
preventing them being forced to opt out in a similar way. 
 
“Opting Out” 
 
The opt out is contained in section 32(9) of the Act, which says: 
 
“Subject to paragraph (12), paragraphs (1) - (8) shall not apply where a work-seeker which is 
a company, and the person who is or would be supplied by that work-seeker to carry out the 
work, agree that they should not apply, and give notice of that agreement to an employment 
business or agency, provided that such notice is given before the introduction or supply of the 
work-seeker or the person who would be supplied by the work-seeker to do the work, to the 
hirer.” 
 
Regulation 32(10) goes on to say “The person who is or would be supplied to carry out the 
work by a work-seeker which is a company, may withdraw a notice which was given in 
accordance with paragraph (9) by giving notice to the employment business or agency in 
question of the withdrawal of the earlier notice of agreement…” 
 
The decision to opt out must be taken by both the person being supplied and their service 
company, but a decision to opt back into the regulations can only be taken by the worker, not 
by their service company. Where the service company and the worker are not in effect one 
and the same (for example where it is an umbrella company) then the final say on exercising 
the opt out rests with the worker. 
 
Regulation 32(11) makes it clear that a limited company contractor cannot decide to opt-out 
part way through an assignment. Finally, Regulation 32(12) prevents the opt-out option being 
used where the work involves working with those under 18 or those who are infirm and need 
attention. 
 
This is to ensure that new safeguards that have been introduced to cover those working in 
those situations cannot be circumvented by the use of a personal service company. 
 
Restrictions on Opting Out 
 
The opt-out notice must be given freely by both the limited company and the individual 
supplied by the company. 
 
The opt-out notice must be given before the individual is introduced or supplied to the end 
client. 
 
An opt-out is not permitted if the individual supplied is working with anyone under the age of 
18, or in need of care or attention due to age, infirmity etc. 
 
The individual supplied by the limited company may withdraw such opt-out notice by giving 
further notice to the Employment Business, but this will not take effect until the individual 
stops work in his current assignment. 
 
Consequences of Opting Out 
 
If the worker and their company choose to opt out of the Regulations then the limited 
company and the worker to be supplied are removed entirely from the scope of the 
Regulations. 
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The opt-out is not selective; none of the provisions of the Regulations will apply where the 
opt-out has been exercised. Hence, a work seeker taking the opt-out looses all the new 
protections included in the Regulations as noted above. 
 
Temp to temp and temp to perm fees Limited Company Contractors, who do opt out, will need 
to be aware that agencies will still be able to enforce the restrictive covenant clauses 
contained within existing agreements. As such, agencies will still be able to restrict the 
Contractor from transferring agencies whilst working for the same end client, and will also be 
able to refuse Contractors transferring to permanent employment with the client, unless a 
suitable fee is agreed between the client and the agency. 
 
Contractors who choose to take advantage of the regulations, and do not opt out, will be free 
to transfer to other agencies, or to permanent employment, without restriction, subject to the 
following clause: - 
 
Regulation 6 of the Regulations prevents the agency or employment business threatening any 
form of “detrimental action” against a worker who wants to transfer in this way. In addition, 
Regulation 10 addresses the issue of the fees that employment agencies and business can 
charge when a worker they have placed with a client wants to transfer to another agency, 
while still working for the same client, or when the client wants to recruit the worker 
permanently. 
 
These “transfer” fees cannot be charged where the transfer takes place more than 8 weeks 
after the original engagement with the client has ended, or 14 weeks after the start of the 
engagement if that is later. 
 
Should limited company contractors opt-out? 
 
As a Limited Company Contractor, the logic behind Opting out is that “real businesses”, 
engaging on a business to business basis with clients, can take their own steps to ensure 
their contracts have the necessary protections a business would need and therefore, do not 
need the protection that the new regulations allow. 
 
It can also be argued that by choosing not to opt-out may cast doubt on whether you are 
really in business on your own account. As a result the Inland Revenue may look at this issue 
and use it to challenge the IR35 status of a freelancer whose service company does not use 
the opt-out. They may also consider that these new regulations represent a degree of control 
that suggests a master/servant relationship. 
 
In the light of the IR35 legislation, Contractors need to demonstrate that they are operating on 
a genuine „business-to-business‟ basis with clients. Many Contractors believe that Opting Out 
of the Conduct Regulations could help support the fact that they are operating as independent 
businesses. Therefore, opting out provides a way for Limited Company Contractors to 
distance themselves as suppliers of professional services, from temporary workers in general. 
In addition, given the restrictions the new regulations place on “transfer” fees, Limited 
Companies need to decide whether they want the additional protection the new regulations 
offer regarding agency restrictions on them working for a client via a new agency, or on them 
obtaining work direct from a client that an agency had previously introduced them to. 
 
 
Questions 
 
If you have any queries about how the new EAA regulations affect you, or you simply require 
more information regarding the pros and cons of opting in or out, please contact Certes or 
review the following websites for further information: 
· www.pcg.org.uk - For the views of the PCG on the opt-out. 
· www.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2003/20033319.htm  - For a copy of the regulations. 

· http://www.dti.gov.uk/er/agency/conduct.pdf  - For guidance notes on the regulations. 

http://www.pcg.org.uk/
http://www.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2003/20033319.htm
http://www.dti.gov.uk/er/agency/conduct.pdf
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Identity 
 

The new employment regulations also state that employment businesses need to 
confirm your identity before you commence your contract. 
 
In order to achieve this; we will require copies of the following documents: 
 
Proof of Right to Work 
 
In order to prove that you have the right to work in the UK you must provide the following 
documents: 
 
Either: 
    One of the original documents included in list 1 or,  
Two of the original documents included in list 2 and list 3 (list 3 is for work permit holders). 
List One: 
 
Any one of these documents will be sufficient to prove your right to work in the UK. 
 

- A passport showing that the holder is a British Citizen, or has a right of abode in the 
United Kingdom.   

- A document showing that the holder is a national from a European Economic Area 
(EEA) country or Switzerland. This must be a national passport or national identity 
card.  

- A passport or other travel document endorsed to show that the holder can stay 
indefinitely in the UK or has no time limit on their stay.  

- A passport or other travel document endorsed to show that the holder can stay in the 
UK; and that this endorsement allows the holder to do the type of work. 

 
If you cannot provide any of the above documents you may provide one of the documents 
listed in A and one of the documents listed in section B-F. 
 
List Two: 

A. A document showing your permanent National Insurance Number and name or a 
P45, P60, National Insurance card. 

B. And either  
C. A full birth certificate issued in the UK, which includes the names of the holder's 

parents; or 
D. A birth certificate issued in the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or Ireland; or 
E. A certificate of registration or naturalisation stating that the holder is a British Citizen; 

or 
F. An immigration Status Document issued by the Home Office to the holder with an 

endorsement indicating that the person named in it can stay in the UK, and this 
allows them to do the type of work you are offering. 

 
 
If you are on a work permit then you will be required to show the following documentation. 
One listed in A and one of the documents listed in section B-C. 
 
List 3 
A work permit or other approval to take employment that has been issued by Work Permits 
UK. 
And 

a) A passport or other travel document endorsed to show that the holder is able to stay 
in the UK and can take the work permit employment in question; or 

b) A letter issued by the Home Office to the holder confirming that the person named in 
it is able to stay in the UK and can take the work permit employment in question. 

c) Please note: Proof of right to work documents are in line with the Border and 
Immigration Agency regulations and may be subject to change and are subject to 
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annual review. Some other forms of proof of right to work may also be acceptable, 
however please speak to your Consultant who will be able to advise you. 

 
2. Proof of Address 

- Unexpired UK photocard driving license  
- Utility bill (not mobile phone, satellite/cable TV or internet printed bills)**  
- Bank statement (not internet printed)**  
- Credit card statement (not internet printed)** 
- Council tax bill/demand letter* 

 
* Must be the most recently issued document and less than 12 months old 
** Must be the most recently issued document and less than 3 months old (except water bills - 
less than 12 months old) 
Please note:  If you change your address during your contract you will need to provide 
evidence of your new address. 
 
3. Certificate of Incorporation (and VAT Registration where applicable) 
 
4. Qualifications and Experience  
 
In some cases, you may be asked to provide evidence of your qualifications and experience 
before starting you‟re an assignment, e.g. by providing of certifications and taking satisfactory 
references 
 
Invoicing Certes 
 
Certes pay on a monthly basis, on a four or five week cycle, with the last Friday of the month 
being invoicing date. Contractually we agree to pay within 10 days, however in most cases 
your invoice will be processed and paid within four. We pride ourselves on being one of the 
most efficient payers in the market – and have received a range of testimonials from happy 
candidates. Certes work predominantly with Limited Company contractors; 
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Candidate Comments 
 
“As a candidate  I have found Certes very prompt at replying when you put forward your C/V 
for a position. The consultant whom I have dealt with has kept me informed every step of the 
way with my application. Certes in my opinion as a candidate is by far the best I have dealt 
with prompt, professional and very good at communicating with you. I would thoroughly 
recommend Certes Computing Ltd.” 
 
“For the last twenty years or so I have worked for many major Clients using many Agencies. I 
am particularly impressed with the efficient way that Certes handled my recent Contract and 
subsequent Contract extensions. Certes are extremely reliable and I wouldn’t hesitate to 
recommend their first class service to others. 
 
As a Contract worker it is my job to deliver top class professional results to Clients. You have 
made this so much easier for me by taking care of all the paperwork hassle of contracts, 
documentation, timesheets and payments.  
I really appreciate the way that Certes handled the recent contract negotiations, representing 
both my interests and the Client’s to our mutual benefit. 
 
I like the way that the staff at Certes keep in touch with me to ensure that things are running 
smoothly. The payment processing side is very efficient (and very important to Contractors!)”. 
 
“Certes have been a real partner in my transition into contracting as prior to my current job - 
my first contract role i have been a permanent staff in the civil service for 9 years. I leave my 
job taking voluntary redundancy in November last year and had been around the block 
moving from one recruitment agency to another without success. I got in contact with Certes 
at the beginning of April for a role that ticked all the boxes with regards to my work and 
academic qualification and skills. 
 
They represented me on this role and I was interviewed and was in the job within 2 weeks of 
my being contacted by certes. When they advertised for a role, ASAP means ASAP to them 
and they protect the interest of the client and the jobseeker. I have regular contacts with my 
account support officer and have been assisted in realising my desire to be self employed 
with minimum stress; I would definitely recommend Certes as the recruiting agency of 
choice.” 
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Complaints 
 
If you are in any way dissatisfied with the service you have received from Certes, it is 
important that we are given an opportunity to address it and make the necessary 
improvements. 
 
We request that all complaints are put in writing to our Operations Manager, Richard King. A 
record of your complaint will be logged on your candidate record and the Quality Log. Your 
complaint will be acknowledged within one working day. 
 
A complaint investigation will start and you will be notified of the outcome, with a complaint 
form being passed to the manager of the relevant department. Your candidate record will be 
updated to reflect the outcome of our investigation.  
 
The manager will contact you with feedback results of investigation. Contact may be verbal or 
in writing and within 5 working days of receipt of complaint. 
 
The outcome of these complaints will be considered during our regular continuous 
improvement meetings.  
 
 
 
 


